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And not be Stampeded by the professional 
Rabble-Rouser who learned well in the 
Seminary. This is the FIRST thing to be 
ALERTED to when you read the Writings 
of the Rowdy and the Four-Flusher who 
use the Arguments intended to Belittle, 
Ridicule, and Crucify. “He said unto His 
disciples FIRST OF ALL - BEWARE of the 
Leaven of the Pharisees.1*

237, Florence, lixae, 
the Subject - ^4«oo.) (njjjg

Report -284.
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But the Adventist does have a powerful 
Argument that will Win just as Surely 
as the High-Priest “’WON11 - as Judas ’’WON” 
by going over to the POPULAR side, also 
for 30 Pieces of Silver - before he went 
and Hanged himself. From that Tree there 
was no Resurrection..No one that said: 
”He is Risen.11’ Which “ONE” would we rath
er be? I am just trying to Smarten you 
up - NOT to Curl your Lip - just because 
he Curls his. Not to say: ’’CRUCIFY HIM J” 
Just because other Gutiiral Throats are 
saying it. In other Words - STOP-LOOK- 
a nd-LISTEN - with the Intelligence and 
Perception God has given YOU J

/mother thing to Watch, if you want the 
Truth of the matter, his telling Argu
ments, prepared for him, and shoved into 
his hands - by the FROOMS, the HEPPENST- 
ALLS, the LaRONDELLES, who worked all 
this up over a period of many Years of 
Conniving, and who Tested it all out, 
again, and again, and again - WHAT PEO
PLE WANT or will go for! And after all, 
that is all that Matters - right? That 
is, if you plan to WIN in this World - 
and LOSE in the next.

ANTICHRIST .
The Charge of ’’ANTICHRIST!” is now being 
Bandied about. I did not expect to get into 
this Argument for several reasons. But the 
Question has been put to me Directly and 
with that in the same Mail - ”A REVIEW OF 
THE AWAKENING MESSAGE” Part 2* April 1973. 
’’PRESENT TRUTH” PO Bx 13II, Fallbrook, 
Calif. 92028. (At this moment I have read 
exactly % - but that is enough to get the 
feel of the Wind and the drift of the Cur
rent. Mince-meat, or, better yet - Mince
meat Pie - the Embellishment of that which 
may be thrown out, such as cheap Suet - 
as WATERGATE - can be ”covered-up” with a 
Mixture of Raisins, Spices, Apples in a 
Theological Hash to fit the Palate of those 
delighted by Words, without Comprehension 
of the Meaning. It must be Good because 
it sounds Good, it tastes Genuine, Such 
look only for the Number that accepts it, 
afraid to be Different - in the Days of 
Noah they would have stood - Row on Row - 
OUTSIDE of the Ark. They could not Break 
from the Multitude. They could not bear 
the Shame. One must be well-thought of - 
must one not? Then one must also partake 
of their Plagues.)

’’Wycliffe was a clear thinker and a keen 
DETECTOR of ERROR, and he struck BOLDLY 
... The Papal thunders were soon hurled 
against him...His appeals to the Scrip
tures and his bold DENUNCIATIONS of the 
SCANDALOUS and IMMORAL lives of the 
CLERGY, awakened wide-spread interest, 
and thousands gladly accepted a PURER FAITH.(See to your own Sins, Brother?) 
This excited the IRE of Pope and Pre
lates, Priests and Friars... As arrows 
from the Lord’s quiver...The charge of 
Heresy...he with convincing power THREW 
BACK upon themselves. Why, he demanded, 
did they DARE spread their ERRORS?” See 
1884 SOP 4:86-91. GC 82-90.

GROTHEER.
This is, of course - an Open and Deliberate 
attack against the ’’ADVENTIST LAYMEN’S 
FOUNDATION” - Elder Wm. H^ Grotheer, PO Bx 

Mss. 39073.(Their Book on
. ._J INCARNATION.”)

Here we find Brinsmead at his Finest. The 
Ultimate of all the Tricks of Psychology. 
The Snide remark about ’’ONE” says - or 
’’SomeONE” says - the Inference that if 
there is an ELIJAH, a JOHN THE BAPTIST, a 
CALEB, or a JOSHUA here about - we will 
Gun him down WITHOUT a Hearing;- for this 
is only that despisable: “ONE!” Hence he 
would not DARE ADJTIT - that there are MORE 
than ONE! As he will soon enough see, be- 
for this Warfare is over. In fact, he may 
find the Hosts of Heaven pouring out of 
the Skies as He rides the White Charger, 
His eyes as Flames of Fire, on His Head . 
many Crowns, followed by the Armies of 
Heaven - to come to the Aid of: ’’ONE!” 
ONE WITH GOD - IS A‘ MAJORITY! Not how many . 
PEOPLE - but how many TRUTHS on your Side?

Resurrection..No
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“So apostasy in the Church will prepare the 
way for the Image to the Beast,“ GO 444* 
The next page shows they will do this by 
teaching “IN COMMON” with the Popular Chur
ches of Babylon. GC 445 .

“The Prophets and Apbstles did not PER
FECT Christian CHARACTER by a MIRACLE, 
They used the MEANS which God had placed 
within their reach, and ALL who will put 
forth a like EFFORT will secure a like

...such afe the Fruits of BIBLE 
SANCTIFICATION.

GC 608 (1884 SO? 4:426) - informs us that 
our “most bitter enemies1’ will be our for
mer “Brethren” who turn and keep SUNDAY - 
“As the Storm approaches.” So this gives 
us the Time and that Reference gives us 
the Reason. They took out 4 pages out of 
GC that dealt with this Question - Adventist 
Preachers preaching in such a way that they 
will lead us into keeping Sunday. These 4 
pages can now be found in 1884 SOP 4*337-40.

2-(#2S4) ANTICHRIST!
A great Help to any Student of the Bible, 
are the Margin References, it takes a lot 
of Looking to run them all down. This has 
been Simplified - there are what is known as '
of the New Testament. There the References 
are right there, in their Order. You can 
quickly choose what you want. I suppose 
such a “REFERENCE BIBLE” would now cost 
*^5.00 to $75.00. But it is worth it.

“In setting aside the claims of the LAN 
of God, THE CHURCH has lost sight of the 
Blessings of the GOSPEL.(Remember this 
when you read Brinsmeadj) Bible conver
sion and SANCTIFICATION, - a radical 
CHANGE of Heart and TRANSFORMATION of 
CHARACTER, - (all of which Brother RDB 
denies hands down]) is THE-GREAT-NEED 
of THE CHURCHES of to-day." SOP 4005-6.

FROOM, as far back as in the 1940’s told 
the Ministers NOT to speak on “Controver- 
.sial Subjects” - I have thought 100 Times 
since - WIAT ELSE is worth TALKING ABOUT?

make Sure it is “...without EFFORTI” 
They will run you a merry Race on that 
one, and you could Quote such things as 
the Following, and it will not make a 
Dent in them. They prefer it the way the 

“THE^REFERENCE PASSAGE BIBLE“s- especially Babylonians prefer it. But there may be 
an odd Honest one around that will ap
preciate this:

ANTICHRIST.
Much more is involved than simply deny
ing that “Jesus came in the FLESH.” 
“Now the Spirit speaketh expressly, that 
in the Latter Times some shall DEPART 
from the Faith, giving heed to seducing 
Spirits, and Doctrines of Devils.” I Tim. 
4:1. (This will go to the “OMEGA” - as 
far as they can go - “APOSTASY.”)l was 
quoting that from SM 1:193-200, But I
.see they very Slyly LEFT OUT a lot there, 

. so we will have to go back to taking it 
from Series B 2*16,50-59. 7:56-64. (&.
B .T .Anderson, Rt.4, Box 72A, Louisa, 
Virginia. 23093.)

“America, and especially Battle Creek, 
where the greatest Light from Heaven 
has been shining upon the people, can 
become the place of greatest Peril an^ 
DARKNESS...so that LIGHT will be regain
ed as DARKNESS, and DARKNESS as LIGHT.” 

1894.

But he finally worked it so that the AUTUMN 
COUNCIL for 1969 passed a Resolution * “To 
place emphasis on the noncontroversial 
truths shared IN COMMON with all Christian
ity.” R«H. Dec.18, 196$. p.20. (I would 
have liked*to have been there and asked 
thegu “Such as WHAT?”) >

But we do have the Answer - fully Catalogued SPECIAL TM 122-4.

“They at last pass over on the side of 
the enemy, against God, and are written 
“ANTICHRIST.” ...fini in ANTICHRIST the 
Center of their UNION. IShile the two 
parties stand in Collision, the Lord 
will appear.” SPECIAL TM 312. 1896.

For the “ANTICHRIST” we turn to I John 2:18.
And the first thing we find is that there

"...many ANTICHRISTS,” That this applies result 
to the "Last Time” especially. That it is 
our "Former Brethren” for they “went OUT 
from us.” I John 2:19.

in Detail in GC 464-473. THE BRINSMEAD DOC- , 
TRUE down to the last Syllable. “Faith 
ALONE’” “ONLY Believe?1 “At the same time" 
Viar against the Law or the keeping of it. 
You will find this Better in 1884 SOP 4: 
299-306. There we find the two Extremes. 
The Law cannot be kept, need not be kept, 
yet w© are "SAVED" "INSTANTANEOUSLY” and
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Let us just take it easy now, and go by 
our own Intelligence and God-given Right 
to be Right. So let us turn and look slow
ly at page 270.

MIDDLE OF THE PAGE:.
“I asked the meaning of the SHADING I had

The «COMPANY” was “SHAKEN™ Now let’s ; 
take ONE thing at a Time! And pay no at
tention to WISHFUL THINKING, Traditions 
of the Elders, or anything else.

3-( '284) ANTICHRIST OF THE BIBLE: 
’’Little children, it is the last Time: and 
as ye have heard that ANTICHRIST shall come 
even now are there many ANTICHRISTS; where
by we know that it is the last Time.

No one could Budge the Smug, Self-satis
fied, Rich, and Increased with Goods - 
“LAODICEANS.” Look at the Top of the 
Page - EVJ 271. Who is “SHAKEN?” and Why?

’•THEY WENT OUT FROM US, but they were not 
of us; for if they had been of us, they 
would, no doubt have continued with us: but 
THEY WELT OUT...” I John 2:18-9.

SHAKING? SHAKING? WHAT SHAKING?
We glance quickly from there to the Top 
of the Page, I don’t get it - do you? 
What SHAKING? Well, I guess we better do. 
this thing up Right. We therefore do two 
things:
(1) Go to the ORIGINAL with the MISSING

FOOTNOTES, Go to TI:I8O. - *
(2) START vith TI:I79 or/and EH

That means we START with the START - of 
remaining ever so tightly IN the Church! the Chapter. If we did that more often, 

we would get ourselves OUT of a Lot of 
Trouble - by never getting IN! And that’s 
the case hereo If you want to do. some
thing - do it Right. Not take anyone’s 
say-so for it - but LOOK IT UP! Get the 
Drift - the Context'- sometimes you have 
to read several pages AFTER - to be SURE 
you know what it is Talking about!

GEMS OF TRUTH: ’
“Place your mind and will where the Holy 
Spirit can reach them, for He will not 
work through another man’s mind and con
science to reach yours'.41- T7^2I4»
“The .Truth and the Glory of God are in
separable; it is impossible for us, with 
the Bible within our reach, to honor God 
by erroneous Opinions. It is the FIRST 
and HIGHEST duty of every rational being 
to learn from the Scriptures what■ is 
Truth, and then to walk in .the Light,

'■■■■■' ■.». ...» .•. ■ . .

This is '-’The Straight Testimony TO(“TO“- 
NOT “FROM” -.! “TO”’).TO the Laodiceans!” 
(Repeat:) “...TO the Laodiceans!” Now, do 
you see the Picture? The “Laodiceans” are 
NOT “SHAKEN!” Not at all! ;

“Now the Spirit speaketh expressly, that in 
the latter Times some shall depart FROM THE 
FAITH, givihg heed to seducing spirits and 
Doctrines of Devils.” I Tim.4:1.

(1) In the “last” or “latter” Time.
(2) They went OUT - OUT of uHAT?
(3) OUT of the ’’Faith” or OUT of the Truth!
(4) And give heed to “Doctrines of Devils.”
(5) PAUL enlarges on this in 2 Tim.3 :5-7.
(6) This is a Class “ever Learning.”
(7) But “never able to come to the Knowledge seen....” EW 270. 

of the Truth.’’ “Led astray by divers 
LUSTS.” Not by going OUT - but:

(8) “...they which creep IN to Houses” ard 
make a special Play for “Silly VJomen” 
who are "laden with Sins.”

(9) These do not fail to make a SHOW of Re
ligion, “Having a FORM of Godliness.”

(10) But they “deny the Power” - openly 
deny that they can Overcome.-

(11) Finally - they may not go OUT of any
thing but’ OUT..of the Truth,' ;OUT of the

... Faith, OUT of the Hand of God, while
_____ _____o _ -__ _________ o.____ v __ .

(12) But the Apostle here says: “...from 
such WITHDRAW theyself.” 2 Tim.3 :5-7. 
TM 409.. COL 4II. T6:427.

. SHAKEN OUT:
The FROOMS,- the WHITES, and the BLACKS - 
revel i» Efi 27.1, “The numbers of this Com
pany had LESSENED, Some had been shaken 
OUT and LEFT by the way.” Eft 271.

Casual reading over the Top may lead one 
to infer that this means: “OUT.’” - they go 
“OUT.”’ of the SDA Church! These are the 
“OFFSHOOTS!” As they have said 10,000 Times 
airi NO ONE has Challenged them,* but it is 
Time that some- .one did.

SAID THE ANGEL: ’
“Said the Angel, “Look ye!” My attention 

as then tuned to the COMPANY I had seen, 
who were mightily SHAKEN,” EW 271.(top.)
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of God,” And so what about then?)
n

FOOTNOTE (*) - this informs us there is a 
•’TRUMPET” being blown in Zion. So this re
minds us of the “TRUMPETS” in Revelations 
and in Isaiah - ard we Wonder if this has 
any Connection?

WELL! I did not know there was any Differ
ence except in the FOOT WES - but I see 
there IS a Difference as well.’

THE miMG;
Beginning of Chapter: TI:I79. EW 269.

TI:I79. “I was shown the PEOPLE OF GOD, 
(who they are and where they are, let us 
not be too sure. If we cannot read it JUST 
AS IT IS - never mind ADDING our own Pet 
Ideas about WHO ’’The people of God” are - 
then we may as well take it from the Pulpit 
and give up all Hope that the Holy Spirit 
will make any Dent in our Case-Hardened 
Conscience. Just take this first Line for 
WHAT it is without ADDING TO or taking 
FROM, Here it speaks of some UNKNOWN “People “POISONING” their “ATMOSPHERE” ard

DANGER! Whatever it is - there is DANGER 
that “the HEATHEN should RULE over them!” 
So that people will say: “Where is their 
God?” Here is a people in Danger of being 
FORSAKEN, therefore the “Priests, the Min
isters of the Lord” should “weep.”

or were - Talking about! And why the 
Honest and Awake ard Sincere were WEEP
ING about. While this “SOME” group we 
are interested in - are “INDIFFERENT & 
CARELESS!”(Couldn’t-care-less!)

Anyway - whoever they are, obviously a 
PART of a Group that was once ONE - we 
now come to DIVIDING them into Camps. 
“SOME” we are going to “LEAVE” to the 
“CONTROL of Evil Angels” who succeed in

J. en
velope them in total “DARKNESS” even with 
the Angels of God “WAFTING THEIR WINGS 
over them.” It all Fails, it is for No
thing. And of course we all want to know*

WHY? WHY? WHY?
Because this “SOME” Tribe - “did not Par
ticipate” - “They seemed INDIFFERENT and 
CARELESS!” Could this be duo to too many 
tranquilizing Sermons they went to Hear? 
Informed not to “Condemn!" or “find Fault!' 
or “Accuse!” not get worked up over ANY
THING nor matter how BAD - lest ye Accuse 
some Mythical “Brethren” ? This is speak
ing of the LAST Time! And so T$:2H should 
give us some Light here, because it is 
speaking of the SAME TIME and the SAME 
LAODICEANS and the SAME "Priests" or 
“Preachers” thereof! Just pause a Moment 
and listen to his Topic-for-Today! What 
is his Text? Here we again see the “AN
GELS” of God, but these particular Angels 
are “SLAUGHTERING ANGELS” - but then - 

Now things are getting Worse - “Evil Angels” that is EXACTLY what the FOOTNOTES was 
come in here - “...pressing their DARKNESS 
upon them, to shut out Jesus...” Then the 
“Angels of God” come in at this Point - 
and there is a real Battle going on.

“SOME” - is that in the Sense of an Adj
ective? Or an “Adjective suffix” or could 
it be Slang, such as “SOP.® party!” One 
thing for Sure - these could be ALL of 
that! For this is “SOP® party!” Pfeaning 
“SOP® people!” Or "SOP.® •people of God!”

NOV/ WE GOP® TO THE CRUX OF THE MATTER: 
“SOP.®” - whoever they are, let them call 
themselves by any NAP® they want - that 
is SECONDARY. That is NOT PRIMARY! In the 
10 Virgin Parable - for a Time there was

4-(^284) and encourage OTHERS to follow 
his example.. .With Divine help, we are to 
form our Opinions for ourselves, as we are 
to answer for ourselves before God.” I884 
SOP 4:416. GC 597-8.

seen “...NO DIFFERENCE between them. So 
with THE CHURCH that lives just before 
Christ’s second Coming." COL 4O8. 1900.

So, you see - right there, it is not so 
overly Bright to "CARE-LESS!” Or they 
soon will be given something to CARE 
ABOUT! The SWORD hangs over them!

IN FACT - this appears then - not so much 
what they PROFESS or do not PROFESS - but 
their ATTITUDE at this very Time, this 
very Crisis, whatever it is - how they 
Relate themselves TO IT - will DETERMINE 
WHAT THEY ARE! Something “NOT SEEN” before.

Now we go on, we turn the page - until we 
run into the STAR(*) - and then DOWN to 
the FOOTNOTE. So far we see the “People of 
God” are sincere, firm, earnest, anxious, 
troubled, struggling, even perspiring.

...and saw them mightily SHAKEN." TI:I79.
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So the ."SHAKING OUT" is something entirely 
DIFFERENT than we have been Hearing it]??? 
Just a simple matter of being “SHAKEN OUT” 
of some Old Church] Or perhaps OUT of the 
Control of some Lukewarm Ministry] There 
is much MORE involved here] It is only the 
JEW who thinks no one can be Saved OUT of : 
his “JERUSALEM]” Who sees Salvation tied 
up to a “TEMPLE]" Or the same spirit in 
the CATHOLIC who would Tie you to ROME and 
the Holy See out of which there is no Hope 

■■ at all] Or the MUSLIMS would take you back 
to MECCA the Holy City] And the Adventist 
is as ready as any of them to come gnashing 
with their Teeth against any Stephen, fil
led with the Holy Ghost, seeing the Gates 

•' of Heaven ajar — and declaring: “God dwell- 
eth NOT in Temples made with hands.“EW 198.

WATCH CLOSELY] All this Time the Angels of 
God “Waft their Wings’* for BOTH SIDES] But 
finally they STOP their “WAFTING” and let 
them go over to the Deceptions that they 
Love] HERE IT IS:

AH] So here we have the Clash] Those giving 
the “Straight Testimony to the Laodicegns” 
inform them by the Inspiration of the Holy 
Spirit - that TROUBLE is BREWING] Those 
ministers "WEEP]" between the Porch and the 
Altar. They are concerned]

The same thing is-.in “MY FIRST VISION” - 
the I846 Broadside-. Nd other Record of 
this Vision is complete. EW 55-6 has the 
Story. The Sanctuary Truths to the Last, 
are to be given up.■Instead of that they 
will choose the “OMEGA” of “LIVING TEMPLE” 
Sentiments and Sophistries. As the Saints 
of God view this situation with Alarm & 
Consternation, they see: “...one after 
another LEAVE the COMPANY who were pray
ing to Jesus in the HOLIEST, and go and 
JOIN those before, the Throne, and they 
AT ONCE received the unholy influence of' 
Satan.” ■ I846 BROADSIDE, EGW-MR 29. EV] 56.
So taken up with their own “LIVING TEMPLE” 
they care nothing for the “TEMPLE” of the 
Lord in the Sanctuary in Heaven. They 
prefer the BIG MAJORITY. T5:I36. Who 
worship “OUTSIDE” - with the “MULTITUDES 
WITHOUT" and therefore will be “FOREVER 
LOST” EW 78,261. Again this is: “..when 
TIME should CLOSE.” EW 78. Which is, of 
course - the SEALING. And the SANCTUARY 
TRUTHS will decide the SEALING. And this 

' they are .“INDIFFERENT” and “CARELESS” 
about, because they prefer the Associa
tion of those who make “NO EFFORT,”
BACK TO EW 270 - TI:I8I -
“Hid angels LEFT those who made NO EFFORT 
to HELP themselves.” With that we come 
to those who will not bear this “STRAIGHT 
TESTIMONY.. .upon which the DESTINY of 
THE CHURCH hangs..." EW 270. TI:I8I.

’ .* ■’ ' '

OF COURSE THE “PRIESTS” - THE FROOMS - 
ASSURE US THE DESTINY OF “THE CHURCH” 
IS FIXED - CERTAIN - PREDESTINATED ] 
But we heard that from the CATHOLICS 
and the JEWS and the MUSLIMS - so we 
fail to be Impressed, Because: “In the

■ Balances of the Sanctuary the Seventh-’ 
day Adventist church is to be weighed. ••

“SOME...seemed Indifferent and Care-less.
They were not RESISTING the DARKNESS.. .The
Angels of God LEFT these...” TI:I80-I.

5-Gz284)The Sword hangs over them so appre
hensively that "ALL” who stop to Listen to 
Uem, the word.is there: "...ALL PERISH TO
GETHER]” No Wonder then, since this is such 
a precarious situation, thatthe Prophet of 
God, seeing the Fate of the people put to 
Carnal Security and sound Asleep by the man
ufactured Lullaby’s - is impelled to call 
these Seventh-day Adventist Preachers by 
the name of: “DUMB DOGS]“ It is a Wonder 
she stopped at that description of them]

"The NUMBERS of this COMPANY had LESSENED.
■ Some had been SHAKEN OUT, and LEFT by the 

way... and they were LEFT’BEHIND in DARK-
. NESS.,.to the CONTROL of EVIL ANGELS.” TI:

180-2,187. ' ! •

“The God. of Heaven is not, like the gods 
of the Heathen, confined to TEMPLES made 
with hands...PAUL taught the same Truth.”

• PK 49.
THE STRAIGHT TESTIMONY:

THE FOOTNOTES to TI:I80 embody 3 Bible 
Texts as applying here at this Time. 
“Blow the Trumpet" - not in the LOUD CRY 
to the World* But “Begin in Jerusalem.” 
Before you go to the Gentiles. Wait for 
the Holy Spirit in the SEALING which is 
shown in TI:I8I bottom of Page. EW 271 
top of Page*BUT OF PRIMARY CONCERN - WHAT IS THEIR SUB

JECT? Out on the Bulletin Board?
“The Lord.•.is TOO MERCIFUL to visit His 
people in Judgment]" T5:2II.



"FOOTNOTE” - 1 Back on p.I80 the FOOTNOTE 
TESTIMONY Vi AS: "GATHER yourselves TOGETHER, 
year, GATHER TOGETHER,.,.

("YOURSELVES" - not the Lord’s "GATHERING!" 
"GATHER ye FIRST the TARES for the BURNING!" 
"...and BEFORE the TIME for such a MOVEMENT 
shall COME, (Satan) will endeavor to PREVENT 
itm by introducing a COUNTERFEIT." So the 
"COUNTERFEIT" comes FIRST - with the Doc
trines of Devils listed and catalogued in 
GC 464-473. The Brinsmead 1973 Doctrines! 
So come among REFORM, among those who vzor- 
ship in the Most Holy Place in the Sanctuary 
in Heaven - come and take the "TARES FOR EHE 
BURNING!" - this is the Challenge in the 
FOOTNOTES of Ti:I80. "...before the fierce 
ANGER of the Lord come upon YOU!" TI:I8O.

Therefore the "NUMBERS" of this True "COM
PANY had LESSENED. Some had been.SHAKEN OUT 
and. LEFT by the way." TI:I82. Twice before 
we saw WHO had been "LEFT" and WHY!

A "COMPANY" outside of the Laodiceans - 
this is the Mysterious before-unheard-of- 
•’PROCESSION" of COL 406 - who sweep PAST 
the 10 Virgin Church, have no USE for the 
Church, no NEED of them at all! But by the 
Skin of their Teeth, the. Laodiceans who are 
"WISE" enough, "LEAVE THEIR FORMER ASSOCI
ATES" EW 69 - a rd now WATCH the SIMILARITY 
of the words:

6-(?/284) She will be JUDGED...IF her spirit
ual experience... IF the blessings conferred 
have not QUALIFIED her to do the Work (give 
the-Final Message, the Loud Cry) entrusted 
to her, on her will be pronounced the Sen
tence : "FOUND WANTINS." T8:247.

OUR HOPE:
"If we are firmly fixed upon the Present 
Truth, and have our Hope, like an Anchor 
(EW 254-6) of the Soul, cast WITHIN the 
Second Vail, the various WINDS of false 
Doctrine and Error cannot move us. The 
excitements and false Reformations‘of 
this'day DO-NOT-MOVE-US, for we KNOT 
that the Master of the House rose up in 
I844, and SHUT the Door of the first 
Apartment of the Heavenly Tabernacle; 
and now we certainly expect that they 
will "go with their Flosks,"(p.45-"and 
with their Herds." Hosea 6,7.)"to seek 
the Lord; but they shall not find Him; 
He hath WITHDRAWN HIMSELF (within the 2nd. 
Vail. EOT) from them." The Lord has shown 
me that the power which is with them is 
a mere human influence, and NOT the Pow
er of God... I saw that our Message was 
NOT to the Shepherds who had led-the- 
Flock astray, but to the poor, hungry, 
scattered Sheep." "PRESENT TRUTH" p.64. 
RH AI:2I. March, 1850.

■ 1 « . k • - _ i -. ■ ■ ■ . -

FOOTNOTES TO TI:I82. (Also GC 463.) 
As the Foolish take off, remember, they 
were "ASLEEP" - but now they "AWAKE!" 
in this False "AWAKENING!" and take off 
in this False "REFORMATION" and do gather 
"Flocks" and "Herds" - "The LIGHT which 
FLAMES UP, for a time soon 'dies but, leav- 

’ ing the DARKNESS more dense ‘than before’J

In the Midnight Cry - the Cry comes OUT 
of the Sleeping 10 Virgin Church, for 
the Cry awakens them. 5 go one way and 
5 go the other. The FOOLISH go and JOIN 
Billy Graham’s "KEY ’73" - seeking "OIL" 
from Australian Sea to American Sea. 
"They shall not find it!" Because the 
General Conference in Session gave up 
the Most Holy Place to suit the Princes 
of Babylon! R&H. June 19, 1970.
(1) JUSTIFICATION - Outer Court!
(2) SANCTIFICATION - First Apartment!
(3) GLORIFICATION - Most Holy Place! 
"ONE DAY we will share it with our Lord.. 
And WHEN the High Priest MOVES INTO the 
HOLIEST He will carry you there," p.9,I0. 
(GLORIFICATION by FORCE’ Just as RDB had 
it in his "ETERNAL PURPOSE" p.I99-20$.)

In all this, if you read this Paper again, 
and look for the word, and mark the word: 
"COMPANY!" You will see there is a "COMPANY" 
who give this "STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE 
LAODICEANS" ■ - it is the "NUIBERS" of this 
"COMPANY" that "LESSEN" - not the LAODICEANS 
that "LESSEN"-! For they can Boast that 
their numbers SWELL as the True Company - 
"LESSEN!" You will find this Word in EW 271. 
TI:I82 - and there is the all-important -

THE TEXT GOES ON:
"Some had been shaken OUT, and LEFT by 
the way...and they were LEFT behind in 
DARKNESS." TI:I82.'

The 5 "WISE" joined the Throng, while the 
FOOLISH went to "BUY" - "...the PROCESSION 
moved on, and LEFT them behind." COL 406.

"••fcand they were LEFT behind." TI:I82.



Wicked - BEFORE HE COMES] SG 3 :82-3•

but with NO LAW J

FOOTNOTES TO TI:I82 -
Finally, clearly, and definitely - as the 
FOOLISH do Wake up and in their “AWAKENING” 
go to the “OIL” Salesmen - Billy Graham and 
Oral Roberts in their KEY ’73 - some of 
those who were in the 11 PROCESSION” - who 
were in the Third Angel’s Message in the 
Most Holy Place - ‘’under one Pretext or 
another GO OUT FROM US” and “JOIN THE OPPO
SITION” - this is the True Meaning of the 
Text by which the FROOMS have HOODWINKED 
this people just long enough:

transferable
TOO LATE for the soul’s need to be supplied..
We can not be ready to meet the Lord by WAK- HMSR is looking for the same "MESSIAH”- 

“Behold the Bride- the “SON OF PERDITION” - the “ANTICHRIST” 
to come to TEL AVIV or to WASHINGTON, DC 
to set up his “KINGDOM" on Earth:

are LAODICEANS])

7-(/2L'4) And then, of course - they come to 
the Door - and the Door is “SHUT.’” “This 
is the Class that in time of peril are found 
Crying, (Look for Signs & Wonders] Look for 
Iliebert’s Ten Commandment “ARKJ” In the i.._„ 
time Sleep on] Sleeping Preachers preaching 
alyzed them.

“THE FOOLISH VIRGINS...This is the Class 
that in Time of Peril are found Crying, 
Peace & Safety. They lull their hearts into 
Security, and Dream not of Danger. When 
STARTLED from their Lethargy, they DISCERN 
their DESTITUTION, and entreat others to 
supply their lack...but CHARACTER is not

THE GREAT FINAL TEST comes...

This is the first and only Time that we 
went thorughly into this “Straight Testi- 
mong TO (not FROM.’) the Laodiceans..Oupon 
which the DESTINY of THE CHURCH hangs.” 
(It applies ONLY in "KEY ’73“ and COULD NOT 
have applied any Sooner] TI:182-3, EW 271.)

THIS DENTAL is inherent in the MAXWELL 
FABRICATION: “Man the World needs Mbst" 
printed by the Pacific Press, approved 
by all the Book Committees, for the Gen
eral Conference’s largest Telecast Pro
gramme - a major Thrust for “MISSION IM
POSSIBLE” - “KEY ’73]“ (FREE from’“Faith 
for Today” Box 100, Thousand Oaks, Calif. 
91360.)

“...the Climax of the Ages, the Armaged
don of Bible prophecy...God’s GREAT DAY 
is coming. The Earth will be CHANCED; 
at last there will be Days of HEAVEN 
upon Earth. The Earth will be RENEWED, 
UNITY vail come again, and the Earth

This is the real genuine “ANTICHRIST” - 
“So Apostasy in the Church will prepare 
the way for the Image to the Beast.” C-C 
444. By teaching "IN COMMON” with the 
"EVANGELICALS" which is what RDB admits 
doing over and over again. Passed by the 
Autumn Council - “...truths shared IN 
COMMON with all Christianity." p.20. 
R&H Dec.18,1969.

LET HIM TRY TO EXPLAIN THESE WORDS: 
(We are not worried about “Accusing” any 
“Brethren” for no “BRETHREN” of Christ 
would be thus inviting "BELIAL” to come, 
for there is no other “ONE GOD” - no 
other JW “KINGDOM COP.®" during 1,000 
years on THIS EARTH - not with “ONE LAW” 
but with NO LAW] Never before seen in 
Heaven or on Earth - THE FIRST TIME that 
the DEMONS OF HELL have to put up with 
each other 'AND-NO-ONE-ELSE *for T,000 
years of FOAMING MADNESS that no Artist 
could Paint and no Writer describe] But 
this is the way it looks to SDA-HMSR:)

£t “KEY ’73” that they are up
such Kind of Tricks as denying the basic 
Sanctuary Truths, denying the Power of 
Daily Overcoming, denying that the Lord 

mean- will Close all Probation, Slay all the 
,  yyi • t I I , t r .r* O* ... ■

to a Sleeping people.T2--337. "Satan has par
alyzed them." T2J439. T8:37. T5:457. "WILL 
be Overcome]" T3:473. T5:15,234.,709. Sleep
ing at Post, punishable by Death] DA 782. 
“God calls for Watchmen” to give the “last 
Warning Message...lest they Sleep the Sleep 
of Death." T8:304. (This is here called: 
“THE LAODICEAN MESSAGE.”) “(Satan) knows 
that if they SLEEP a little longer he is 
SURE of them, for their DESTRUCTION is CER
TAIN." TI:263. SG 4*61.)

TO BE IN HARMONY WITH MAXWELL - TEL AVIV 
JEfv - R .D .BRINSMDAD - F .T .WRIGHT - MOST

’ OF THE CHURCHES OF BABYLON - "CHARACTER 
CHANGE" WHEN CHRIST COMES] KEY ‘73 J

ING when the Cry is heard, 
groom cometh J" and THEN gathering up our 
EMPTY LAMPS.;..” COL 411-4. 1900.

“The Number of this COMPANY had LESSENED, 
Some had been shaken OUT and LEFT by the 
way .*(*Fodtnote shows these
‘J..and they are LEFT BEHIND in DARKNESS." 
This then - is immediately followed by the 
"LOUD CRY]" TI:I82-3. EW 271.
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. ’‘Be not carried about v/ith divers and strange 
Doctrines.” Heb.13:9.

“Speaking LIES in hypocrisy; having their 
conscience SEARED v/ith a hot Iron.“I Tim,4*2.

“For many shall come in my name, saying, 
I AM CHRIST; and shall deceive many.” 
Matt.24*4*

“Certain men, the children of Belial, are 
gone OUT from among you, and have withdrawn 
the inhabitants of their city,, saying, “Let 
us go and serve other gods, which ye have 
not known.” Deut. 13:13.

who were before of old ordained to this 
CONDEMNATION, (FROOM does not want them CON
DEMNED I) ungodly me n, turning the GRACE of 
our God into LASCIVIOUSNESS.” Jude 4-

“Therefore it is no great thing if his 
Ministers also be transformed as the 
Ministers of “RIGHTEOUSNESS”: (FTW) 
whose END ’ shall be according to their 
WORKS.” (The very thing they DENI! “It 
is NOT by TRYING, but by LYING’”) 2 Cor.

II:I5* 
“Whose END is DESTRUCTION, whose God is 
their BELLY, and whose GLORY is in their 
SHAT®, who mird earthly things.“Phil.3:19.

“Yea, mine own familiar Friend, in whom I 
trusted, which did eat of my Bread, hath 
lifted up his heel against me.” Ps. 41:9.

“Also of your own selves shall men arise, 
speaking perverse things, to draw away dis
ciples after them.” Acts 20:30.

“For they that are such serve not our 
Lord Jesus Christ, but their own Belly; 
and by good words and fair speeches de
ceive the hearts of the SIP'fPLE.“Rom.16:IS

him that called you..,But though we, or 
an Angel from Heaven, preach any other 
Gospel unto you than that which we have 
preached unto you, let-him-be-ACCURSED!” 
Gal.1:6,8.

8-(7284) itself will become tho PARADISE 
home of God’s people. THE RESURRECTION to 
immortality will bring all the redeemed of 
all ages together in a PERFECT WORLD where 
man’s dreams of peace, life, holiness, and 
happiness will be fulfilled; where God will 
have ONE WORLD again, ONE GOD, ONE LAW, one 
element.,,.This is God’s ONE WORLD restored. 
(That’s the name of the Book: “ONE WORLD.” 
by HMSR - BBH - $T.oo.)

THE SUPREP® ANTICHRIST ’
I beg to submit, that the taking of ex
treme Polarizations in the “NATURE” of 
Christ - a mistake here would be LESS 
of a Sin, less HARMFUL to the Mind and 
Character - than the mistake in the Ele
vation of SELF, to believe that SELF is 
“EQUAL” to Christ, as “RIGHTEOUS” as 
God, as “PERFECT” as it is possible to 
be “COMPLETE” with “NOTHING WANTING” so 
that, not only do we have by a Wish, a 
Thump, and a Prayer(not forgetting the 
Rabbit Foot, the Salt over the left 
Shoulder, in the Light of the Nev/ Moon, 
or any other Incantations, Rites, Omens, 
Fetishes, Womb-Positions, Sorcery, Oc
cultism, Voodooism, Possession, Psy
chical Research, Wizardy, Subconscious

ness, Hysteria, Dreams, Visions, Appari
tions, Hallucinations, Mesmerism, Trance,

As Time goes on, it seems - the better they 
improve their Talents - to Deceive.

“For there are certain men CREPT IN(have 
much more FEAR of the men CREEPING IN then 
the Honest who go OUT’ Because they can no 
longer stand the Stench INSIDE] “We have 
far-more-to-F ear-from-Within-than-without• 
The hindrances to strength and success are 
far-greater-from-the-Church-itself than from 
the World.” R&H. March 22, 1887. Brisbin 81.)

“PAUL..,warned the disciples that the Church 
would be in MORE danger from this evil than

■' .. from the PERSECUTION of her enemies. Again 
and again PAUL warned the believers against 
these FALSE teachers•• This peril, ABOVE ALL 
OTHERS, they must guard against.” AA 473-4*

“For there are certain men CREPT IN unawares, ‘ Clairvoyance, Death Lights, Spirit Writ
ing, Borderline Magic-Belt, Seven-league 
Boots, or any other Conjuring or Exor-

. cising in Testimony-Language - that
God into LASCIVIOUSNESS.” Jude 4. might Help J so that “Ye shall be as

* gpds!” - obtain the “very Life of ADAM
“I marvel that ye are so soon removed.from BEFORE-THE-FALL.’“ which is “HOLY FLESH-”

“Forasmuch as we have heard, that certain 
which WENT OUT from us have troubled you 
with words...” Acts 15:24-

gods!

Which iir Fred Wright of Australia!



.who had a great deal to say about HOLY

That last bit of enlightenment from * 
’’From Bondage to Deliverance." 196$.

“So it can be said each truly born 
again Christian...has the mind of 
Christ. He has become a< partaker of 
the Divine NATURE...ard is in ACTUAL

(This Puke is supposed to be keeping the 
“Sabbath more fullyI”)
“.entering into that REST as a very pre* 
sent experience...rebirth or of being made 
ANEW...the SECOND CREATION of the soul unto 
eternal life. It is the receiving again of 
the spiritual Life that ADAM-HAD-BEFORE- 
THE-FALL.” p.8. Dec. 1968. ■ - 7

“.•.who had a great deal to say about HOLY 
FLESH. These were carried away by a SPIRIT
UALISTIC DELUSION...Some shall DEPART from 
the Faith, giving heed to SEDUCING SPIRITS 
and Doctrines of Devils... Apostasy, Spirit
ualism,, and Free-Lovism.“ Ev. 595,600-2.

“.. .and as the result their mind was UNBAL- 
ANDED, and some became INSANE...Hany such 
movements will arise at this Time...just 
before the Close of Probation...And this is 
called the moving of the Holy Spirit...No 
encouragement should be given this kind of 
worship. The SAME kind of influence came in 
after the passing of the Time in 1844... 
would be brought into our Camp Meetings... 
I was instructed to say that at these de
monstrations DEMONS in the form of men are 
present...the poison sting of the Serpent... 
Those things which have been in the Past 
will be in the Future...fictitious State
ments.. .weak, tottering Theories...not Hus- 
tained by the Word of the living God.” SM 2?

35-39.. 
"SELF-RIGHTEOUSNESS not only leads men to 
misrepresent God, but makes them CCLD-HEART- 
ED and CRITICAL toward their Brethren,” 
COL 210. ’

DOCTRINES OF DEMONS: 
FRED WRIGHT 0F; AUSTRALIA - "Messenger of 
Living RIGHTEOUSNESS” - Not a Shame in the 
Bones of a Carload of them!

“YE SHALL BE AS GODS.” 
"But in the case of the Sanctified ones 
of whom we are studying, that which in 
them was of this origin has been removed 
and they have been bofn again of a DIV
INE parentage that is neither CARNAL nor 
HUMAN. It is of God... 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
Denying that Christ came in the Flesh? 
He calls us: “ANTICHRIST!" Or is he the 
ANTICHRIST? “Beloved, believe rot every 
spirit, but try the spirits whether they 
are of God: because many False Prophets 
are gone out into the World..-.Ard every 
spirit that confesseth not that Jesus 
Christ is come in-the-Flesh is not of 
God; and this is that spirit of ANTI
CHRIST, whereof ye have heard that it 
should come.” I John 4JI$3. 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o

THE ANTICHRIST:
FRED WRIGHT: “...ard they have been 
born again of a DIVINE parentage that 
is neither CARNAL nor HUMAN. It is of 
God... 
q-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-6-O-O-O 
This is at once denying two things?
(1) That God has given “All-Power" to 
the Son in this World. But we By-pass 
Christ and go DIRECT to God! Which-is 
that spirit of Lucifer. ■• *
(2) Denying that Christ was HUMAN! It 
has been the attempt of this Prophet,
to teach for 17 years that "HUMAN NATURE" 
CANNOT-KEEP-THE-LAW J .Caught on the Horns 
of a Dilemma, in order to push his 
Dogma that ONLY All-DIVINE BEINGS CAM 
KEEP THE LAW - he must needs DENY the 
HUMANITY - "HUMAN NATURE" of Christ, 
for did he not say UMPTEEN HUNDRED 
TIMES, like the Down-Beat of the Pro- > 
fessional HYPNOTIST- as KD&A worked 
it, by "PERSISTENTLY REITERATING” one , 
Theme, PP 404 - which finally Ended i.n 
the Sin against the Holy Ghost!PP 405 • 
"...and this is that spirit of ANTI
CHRIST" that "confesseth not that Jesnis 
Christ is come in the Flesh." I John 
4:3. Thus he paves- the way for his 
supreme Bomb-Shell:)

9~(;?2S4) "The Doctrine of HOLY FLESH was 
started in 1900 in Indiana, carrying away 
the conference President and (most of the 
Workers)...HOLY FLESH such as ADAM possessed 
before the Fall...physical SINLESSNESS... 
the FANATICS...a high pitch of EXCITEMENT 
(to bolster their decaying EMOTIONS) shouted 
and prayed and sang...all at the same time,.1! 
COMPILERS. SM 2?3I. Ev.595.

"The man that was, CEASED to exist.;.It. is 
a case of REMAKING the man that was origin
ally made in the FIRST-CREATION." p.II.
July 1968. "WAGGONER.:, ."a Life that SIN ’■ 
has never touched and can never touch."p;IO.
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10-1?284) FACT A DWINE, HUMAN BEING." p.I5.
May 1966.

My neighbor tells me of a Friend who 
always stuck up for Communism, who fin
ally went to Russia. He came back, sick 
unto Death, phoned from the Station, 
come and get me. But I thought you were 
going to STAY in Russia? Never mind that, 
come and get me J

He ended up pointing one End at the 
Trough - then the other] No Paper, no 
Nothing - to finish up withJ He came 
back to Canada as fast as the Jet could 
carry him. And I think that is what any
one should do, who has gone to ONE of 
the “HOLY FLESH1' Meetings!

PAUL, the PAUL of the Bible - when he heard 
they came to worship him as a god - rent 
his^clothes in Horror and ran among them: 
“We also are men of like passions with you, 
and preach unto you that ye should TURN 
from these VANITIES. AA 132. He did so 
at the Risk of his Life - but not so the 
new “PAUL” - Father Wright Divine! “..and 
is in actual fact a DIVINE, HUMAN BEING,

You say you respect Elijah and the Bible? 
Here is Elijah and the Bible: 
"Behold, I will bring EVIL upon thee, 
...and will cut off from Ahab him that 
pisseth against the wall, and him that 
is shut up and left in Israel.11 I Kings 

21:21.
“Blessed is that man that maketh the 
Lord his trust, and RESPECTETH NOT the 
proud, nor such as turn aside to LIES.“ 
Psa, 40:4. PH A6:34I.
“Let them be ASHAMED and confounded 
TOGETHER that seek after my soul to 
DESTROY it; let them be driven BACK
WARD and put to SHAME that wish me 
Evil." Psa.40:14. 44:7. 37:19. 43:1.

r » •

“Thou hadst a Whore's Forehead, thou 
refusedat to be ASHAMED" - "Therefore 
the Showers have been .withholdsn, and 
there hath been NO LATTER RAlN.“Jer.3 :3 •

Then he told them of what he had seen, 
that he had a splendid Dinner at a Big 
Hotel, the best in the City,had to go 
to the Men’s Room - was Shocked and Hor
rified that the Toilets were "Kaput!" 
and there was an open Trough, no Seats, 
no Privacy, no Nothing. He squatted 
down, but unfortunately did so without 
notice that he was at the End of the 
Line, with a Dozen more up above him, 
he looked in the Water, at what was in 
the Trough, coming his way -

THE ALL-NEW PAUL;
PAUL and BARNABAS went to Lystra and Derbe, 
to the Superstitious Heathen of Lycaonia. 
After hearing them speak they hailed them 
as "gods" - "as DIVINE BEINGS" - brought 
them "oxen and garlands unto the gates" 
ready to do sacrifice. AA 177-133.

The Epitome of Pride, Haughtiness> and 
"Visions of Grandeur!“ I have no hesi
tation in saying - God will visit for 
this! except they Repent! if Possible.

ANTICHRIST’
i could hardly imagine a greater “ANTICHRIST" 
than that. Not only does he deny the HUMAN
ITY of Christ - but his own as well] He is 
all “DIVINE!"(Or was up to March, 1972! 
When he suddenly SWITCHED his entire Doctrine)

“FATHER DIVINE", the same as the White-Nig
ger from Australia - subscribes “DIVINITY" 
to himself - but does not go so far as to 
subscribe it to his Followers! He is not 
quite that Brassy or Presumptuous.

You do not "like", this Kind of "language"- 
biit I am telling you, instead of Basking 

-at1 those Meetings, you should have Puked 
from both Ends!

...in actual fact a DIVINE, HUMAN BEING1!

WRIGHT — THE ALL-NEW "PA.UL" — would have 
done as HEROD, whose "HEART bounded with 
TRIUMPH, and a glow of gratified PRIDE over
spread his countenance as he heard the shout 
ascend, “It is the voice of a GOD, and not 
of a man." But SUDDENLY a terrible change 
came over him.. His face became pallid as 
death, and distorted with agony. Great drops 
of sweat started from his pores. He stood 
for a moment as if transfixed with Pain & 
Terror;.then turning his blanched and livid
face to his horror-stricken friends, he ' ' 
cried in hollow, despairing tones, He whom 
ye have exalted as a god is stricken with 

/Death. .."THOU SHALT HAVE NO OTHER GODS BE
FORE ME.’"...in accepting the WORSHIP of the ’ 

. people, he had FILLED UP the measure of his
INIQUITY.’' AA I5I-2. "The Angel of the 
Lord smote him...and he was eaten of Worms, 
and gave up the Ghost," Acts 12:23.



Others are being Side-Tracked by some silly 
"CALENDAR CHANGE” that never will be. Not 
a Hint in the Testimonies. The Fake they 
are experimenting with now is NOT a CHANGE 
in the WEEKLY CYCLE - this is just another: 
’’WOLF | WOLF J” from the wrong quarter, the 
ROGERITES reviving some of their old Cooked 
over Relics and Bones of the I92O’s or 30’s.

And here we are - fiddling away with 
Side-Issues, falling in the Trap of 
Satan and Froom to deal with Trivia. 
You are going to be Saved if you know 
which came first - the Chicken or the 
Egg? The Father or the Son? Derived? 
Subordinate? Pre-existence? p.300-332. 
My] What a momentous Issue! Thrusting a 
Spear in the Side of Adventism with the 
’’DEITY” - "DIVINITY” - “HUMANITY” - ’’SUB
STANCE” - “FLESH” - ’’NATURE” - «INCAR
NATION” of Christ. Which the Testimon
ies say is a "MYSTERY!" Not only a PRE
SENT “Mystery” - but a “Mystery” for 
all Eternity!

For the “SPIRIT CF ANTICHRIST” is to come 
from “OUR FORMER BRETHREN” as Time is run
ning out, as they go over to the “APOSTATE 
CHURCHES” - and not too far from now - UNITE 
with them in SUNDAY LAWS! GC 60S. T5:463, 
136,211. HIDING THE BANNER of the Command
ments and the Faith of Jesus - T9:23O, This 
is that “spirit of ANTICHRIST” which will 
be OPPOSED by “...a LITTLE COMPANY” - if 
Satan could Blot them from the Earth - his 
TRIUMPH would be COMPLETE! T9?23I. This is 
the “REMNANT CHURCH” who should make “PLAIN 
STATEMENTS” now - “UNVARNISHED TRUTH must 
be spoken, in leaflets and pamphlets, and 
these should be scattered like the Leaves 
of Autumn.” T9:23I.

II- (#284) I INQUIRE AGAIN -
Which will injure you the Most * - - ?
Tf you are WRONj on the mediocre Dark Ages 
argument that FROOM catapulted into the 
Adventist Camp in “MOVEMENT OF DESTINY” - 
in 1971 - with 2 Dozen Lackeys licking his 
hand, trying to OUTDO each other in the 
Church Magazines - F.T.WRIGHT copying them 
one after the other, to take our minds off 
OTHER and GREATER ISSUES -

THE REASON FOR THE 1844 MOVEMENT - 
If I were before a Group - and could 
only give my last Talk - my Subject 
would be the Subject which is IGNORED 
or WARPED out of all Proportion.

“AVOID EVERY QUESTION in relation to the 
HUMANITY of Christ which is liable to be 
misunderstood. Truth lies close to the 
Track of PRESUMPTION.,.and will ever 
remain, a MYSTERY.” p.652. “QUESTIONS 
ON DOCTRINE.” TM 124.

»«INCARNATION”-
$4.oo'Book on the Subject - Elder Wm.H. 
Grotheer, P.O.Box 237, Florence, Miss.

39073.

“The National Reform Movement...will, 
when FULLY DEVELOPED, manifest the SAME 
INTOLERANCE and oppression that have pre
vailed in past Ages...POPERY or its 
principles...legislated...the Fires of 
PERSECUTION will be rekindled against 
those who will not sacrifice CONSCIENCE 
and the Truth in deference to POPULAR 
ERRORS. This evil is on the point of re
alization.. .Can we be content to leave 
them to meet this momentous issue UNWARN
ED?...“GO, stand and speak in the Temple 
to the people all the words of this Life’! 
T5:712-3. “A GREAT CRISIS...The most 
momentous STRUGGLE of all the Ages is 
just before us.” T5:7II.

“REGENERATION”-
We are interested in the Subject of RE
GENERATION. That Froom, Brinsmead, Wright, 
Heppenstall, Maxwell, Fa gal, HMSR, the 
General Conference with Head-Quarters 
in Washington, DC - together with the 
JW’s - HWA - the JEWS of Tel Aviv - and 
most all of Christendom including Billy 
Graham - give up as “IMPOSSIBLE!”

THE REAL DANGER is clearly, definitely, 
positively - “THE NATIONAL REFORM MOVEMENT 
(now the NIC affilated with WCC - RC - SDA 
and the "EVANGELICALS” - all led by BILLY ' 
GRAHAM - the 3-.fold UNITY of: “KEY ’73!“) 

• t y •

“...will, when FULLY developed (WATCH EVERY 
WORD! NOT at the START! But when “FULLY 
DEVELOPED!” They will FIRST of all secure 
“COMPLETE UNIFORMITY” in an “EVANGELICAL 
ALLIANCE” by doing as FROOM says to do - 
teach “IN COWON with all Christianity!” 
This surely was the Commission of the Lord! 
R&H. Autumn Council Action, p.20. Dec.I8/69. 
Then it will be: “ONLY A STEP to the re
sort to FORCE.” GC 444-5.) PROBATION will 
be OVER for Adventists at that Stage.T9*97. 
(INTERESTED in this?. Perhaps we should put 
out a Study on it! TIME.is running OUT! 
But — no matter: "CHARACTER” cannot be de
veloped anyway - WT<TH*L. CHRIST COMES!)
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• - the sealing.
THE SEALING could well be on right now# 
In the SEALING, the Lord Himself gives 
the Order: "GATHER ye the TARES first 
for the Burning! And AFTER that - the 
ViHEAT!” This is the Straight Testimony 
to the Laodiceans, the FOOTNOTES on p. 
ISO of Vol# I# "GATHER yourselves to
gether" - YOURSELVES - NOT the Lord’s 
GATHERING, but "GATHER yourselves... 
Evangelism Self-Power# Gather your 
Flocks and your Herds - "BEFORE the 
FIERCE ANGER of the Lord come upon YOU!" 
"The Lord has shown me that the POKER 
which is with them is a mere HUT UN inr 
fluence, and NOT the POWER of God." p. 
64. “PRESENT TRUTH" Series. (Who has 
$>00.oo to Reprint.this?) KNOT That 
your Money is doing, $50,000,000,oo 
sunk in that Rat-Hole of LLU will soon 
be taken over by the Army, as so many 
in other Lands. And here we stand Beg
ging for £500.00! Soon we will not 
accept it at all. "Go to now ye RICH - 
your Money is not needed." "Love of 
this World has drowned His Voice, Now 
He-has-no-use-for-yoii." TI:T7f>. SG2*245-

FAMINE will sweep this World,; beginning 
now. l/3rd. of the World in the Death- 
Grip with FAMINE right now, to be fol
lowed, as it always is - by PESTILENCE. 
Leaving DEAD BODIES strewn around the 

. Viorld IN-THE-SEALI'NG-TP®. One of 22 
Signs we have been gathering together 
for 22 Years. Vie trusted others to 
Print them, they said they would - but 
the Attractions of the World were more 
Powerful. This Testimony we also found 
in that "PRESENT TRUTH" Series.p.32.

ALSO A WAR in the SEALING TIME. Also 
SDA "JERUSALEM CENTERS" - there will 

, , .....j; . i; , ; be a "SCATTERING OUT" in the- SEALING
• THOSE WHO SEE NOTHING.WRONG WITH "KEY *73"- ' Time. Also many other Signs* The Chief 

of which is the BRINSMEAD CIRCUS. God 
gives no MESSAGE to be CHANGED in Mid
Stream, this can only be a CIRCUS set 
up to ENTERTAIN - that would do that.

‘ "A REVIEW OF THE AWAKENING MESSAGE" 
is a misnomer - it is

"A REVERSAL OF THE AWAKENING MESSAGE."
Part 2. PRESENT TRUTH, P.O .Box I3II, 
Fallbrook, Calif. 92028. 46 pages. 
The slyOst Conglomerate of Elusive 
Psychology ever . seen! BAR NONE]

12-^284) CHARACTER-BUILDING.
The Heart ani Soul of "JUSTIFICATION BY 
I AIl'H" is "FORGIVENESS OF SIN11 without which 
no man can take the first Step. This, since 
H'44 - is dependent oh Justification by Faith 
in the Most Holy Place, GC 429,430. Other
wise all Service is "USELESS!" and is tanta
mount to "CRUCIFYING" Christ afresh! EW 261, 
78. Yet when the AWAKENING kept the Heresy 
of the "OUTER COURT" and "FIRST APARTMENT" 
before the people for 14 years, there was 
barely a Murmur of Protest - when this was 
brought into the General Conference Session, 
there vas not oi^word of‘Ob jection! R&H p,9, 
10. June 19, 1970. A denial of the entire 
Third Angel’s Message! How sly for Froom 
and his Master to turn Inquiry into non-sen- 
si cal Side-Issues. "TESTS that are NO TESTS 
ATiALLj" SM 2:38. "Thus are men weaving into 
the web as important Truths a tissue of LIES. 
This imaginary Food that is being prepared 
for«the Flock will cause Spiritual Consump
tion, decline, and Death," R&H. Jan,22, June 
18, I9pli A4--257,3H.

The Third Angel’s Message, if it is ary thing 
at all - is a Message of HOT to BUILD a

> ' CHARACTER. Those who are OUT of the Most. 
Holy. Place are also. OUT on this Subject. 
Yet no one need be in Doubt, about either 
one. ONE HOUR with the INDEX would keep any
one from going Astray. Yet neither Subject 
appears to be of any Interest to, anyone - 
except in Truth: "The despised Remnant." 
T5*475. -PK 605. "It was represented to me 
that the REMNANT followed Jesus into the 
Most Holy Place." EK 255* And they receive 
another Dividend, this is the "ANCHOR" that 
will keep them from being swept away by the 
"many DELUSIONS" of Satan! EVI,256. SG 1:166.

. - '/ . I • •

"SANCTIFICATION is the WORK of a LIFETIME." 
T3 :3251 T8:312-3. LS 133. GC 471# LS 81-3. 
r""'- ■ r r/. .

also see NOTHING WRONG with the "JUSTIFICA- 
' TION" and "SANCTIFICATION" Theories of Baby

lon, now being propogated by Seventh-day 
Adventists# Met in the. early Days of the 
Movement as the "NO-WORKS" Theory and "ONLY 
BELIEVE" - along with "NO EFFORT." Thus the 
3-fold UNION is well on its way to Triumph! 
Angels will have. to. do the Work that we 

'.have failed to do. Kill you have a Part in 
this Work? Kill you Write, your own Tract? ’ 
Your personal Witness for the Lord?.."CRY j 

•ALOUD'AND SPARE NOT Without which no; one 
will have the SEAL. T3:267.



p.36- HERE HE FRANKLY ADMITS how his 
mind relates itself to BENDINS one Side 
of a "PARADOX" - "TO FIT THE OTHER!"

SELF-CONTRADICTORY OR FALSE! Well, in 
that case - why donrt you THROW-THEM- 
OUT! Why try the Herculean task of try
ing to BLEND and BEND them to FIT the 
POPULAR CHURCHES - ?

p.36- HERE HE ADMITS - " PROTEST AUTISM 
is DIVIDED!" The next time FROOM sees 
him he will Kick him^xne Banister as 
the little Bears all run downstairs 
and Ring the basement Bell.

Of course you would not want to be tied up 
with no "erroneous Irvingian view" - why, 
by this time you are HATING it with such 
perfect HATRED - you would not even need 
to know WHAT it is that you are supposed 
to Hate J After this onslaught of WORDS. 
And especially since he comes to the Rescue 
with "...the INCARNATION.. .CORRECTED by the 
history-making review of the subject by 
Elder R.A.Anderson and Dr. FROOM around 
1956." RDB p.I9. Now we can heave a genuine 
sigh of relief that we came so close to 
losing our. Eternal Life but were Saved by 
a Whisker by our Hero — FROOM to the Rescue!

13-(7284) om-FORMER BRETHREN - ANTICHRIST. 
In the Assignment that FROOM gave RDB to be 
hIN COMMON" with the Popular Churches, as 
he is so abley Demonstrating in their KEY 
’73 - the claim is made that “ALL" the Re
formers were "UNITED" as one man in the 
T'ROOM-HEPPENSTALL-LaRONDELLE-BRIiOEAD 1973 
Presentation. THE WESLEY TRACT by "LIFE
MESSENGERS" put the Kibosh on that!

Christ is "all-Divine" - hence no one 
but an "all-Divine" Being can keep the 
Law - hence there is no use for us to 
TRY! Hence it is a USELESS, THANKLESS 
EXERCISE IN FUTILITY! to try to keep 
the Law! So there he plays right into 
the hands of the Popular Churches! And, 
as he Boasts in surprising, if not as
tonishing Candor - he will "OUT-GRACE!" 
"OUT-GOSPEL!" "OUT-FAITH!" the "EVAN
GELICALS" - "God has given us the Key." 
"Outdo them on their own Ground!" p.39.

DOUBLE-MINDED PARADOX!
Then further on, on page 36 - (ND ONE 
has the Mental capacity to retain all 
this in the Memory unless they MARK the 
Books and MARK them well! So you can 
turn and find it again! MARK with dif
ferent COLORS! At least RED & BLUE.) 
(Keep a GREEN pencil handy for a special 
Subject - so you can turn to that Page 
and what you want stands out like a LIGHT 2

p.33- Never have you seen anything like 
this in all your Life! "INSPIRATION" 
presents "TWO GROUPS OF STATEMENTS" - 
that are "PARADOXAL" - opposed the one 
to the other! (WEBSTER: "seemingly CONTRA
DICTORY, or OPPOSED to COMMON SENSE!")

I KNEW IT! I KNEW IT! I KNEW IT! I knew 
that was EXACTLY what he was doing, but 
for which .10,000 Mouths would have been 
Opened in Loud Denials! But with his 
own Point-Blank ADMISSION of what his 
Play is - let them now be Tongue-Tied! ' 
He ADMITS it HIMSELF!

SPA WATERGATE:
This is NOT Religion! This is POLITICS.! 
Like an unfeeling COMPUTER out for VOTES, 
and to Hell with the Truth! WATERGATE!

But throughout this Magazine he makes such 
POINT-BLANK Statements, and before the Maga
zine is through - he ADMITS IT HIMSELF! 
p.I5- "...the Reformers were UNITED.,," 
p.19- "This ancient HERESY of "the sinful 

human nature" of Christ has been re
surrected in modern times by Schleiermacher, 
Edward Irving, Menken, and Stier; and un
fortunately it CREPT into Adventism, was 
for many years the accepted view, although 
never really officially a Doctrine of the 
Church... (this is, of course - obviously 
the Sly writings of Leroy E. Froom. The thing 
is a "HERESY" - the thing is "ANCIENT" - the 
thing was well DEAD! But "unfortunately" it 
was "Resurrected" by certain odious NAMES 
you never HEARD before and hope you never 
do AGAIN! Certain it is you would not. want 
to "Follow" such UNKNOWNS, especially as,' 
in the "FOOTNOTES" it is discovered that 
one of the main ones was "CONDEMNED" by his 
own Church! And of course - we would not 
want it to be known that we would go over 
on the UNPOPULAR UNACCEPTED SIDE! Thus the 
SLY unconscious PUSHING over INTO the CAMP 
he wants to PUSH you into! You find yourself, 
unless you are AWARE of this MESMERISTIC 
APPROACH and APPEAL to your inherent WEAK
NESS, unless you can RESIST the SEDUCER who 
is slowly getting you in a Corner - unless 
the Holy Spirit gives you CONTROL of your • 
OWN MIND and CONSCIENCE - he has you! This 
is the SEDUCER, the DECEIVER, at his Best!
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SR. WHITE STEERING:

Fact that He could be Crucified proved

So go ahead and Blow, Adventist - that the 
FROOM-HEPPENSTALL-BRINST4EAD TEAM is WOWING 
THEM! With the Doctrines listed as - 
’’Doctrines of Devils!” to come from ”our 
Pulpits’* as well'as their Pulpits .TM 409* 
GC 464*473. RDB down to the last Detail! 
RDB p.I8,3,4,6,7,10,17,27,36,39,42,44,45.

THE ANTICHRIST:
RDB- ’’What FOOLISHNESS to reason that Christ 
...had a SINFUL Nature like us when the 
text explicitly says He was WITHOUT SIN... 
those who say that the SINFUL Nature is 
not sin are in Harmony with the Pelagian 
and Catholic view.of sin and are opposed 
to all the great Reformation Confessions.” 
(Of course, I will take that with a Grain 
of Salt, I am not interested in his slanted 
Version of the last Part, trying to Sneer 
us with the Scare of ’’CATHOLICISM.’” into 
the Arms of the Image of the Beast whose 
Doctrines one after the other, are essent
ially the same. For anyone who knows any
thing ajbo.ut this Question KNOWS that the 
Catholics teach exactly what RDB teaches, 
’’THE IMMACULATE CONCEPTION.” So he can 
Talk till he is Blue in the Face * that 
will never change that Fact.) p.II.

RDB- (The Expert at Sneering:) ”...our good 
friend, L.C. published in the LAYWORKER, 
Christmas 1972...he declares that Jesus 
actually possessed our sinful, depraved, 
carnal human Nature. (RDB- Tell it not, in 
Gath that we still have Seventh-day Advents 
ists who believe this).” p.20. RDB.

LEARNING WELL IN THE DEBATING TEAMS IN 
THE ADVENTIST COLLEGE - BRINSMEAD-WRIGHT 
WERE PICKED OUT AS THE BEST DOUBLE-MINDED 
SDA-CIA AGENTS TO CONFUSE, BEGUILE, MIX- 
UP, INTRIGUE, PLEASE, DELIGHT, FLATTER, 
because they did not have an honest Bone 
in their Body, and recognize FROOM, as 
anyone can see by their Writings, as 
their Infallible Lord and Master, who 
will Heal! and Kiel! and Twist! and Be
guile! anyway that Froom wants it. Both 
switching over to the MAXWELL-ENGLISH- 
JEW BOOK for ’’MISSION ’72” and ’’KEY ’73!”

SO CHRIST DID NOT HAVE A SI1FUL NATURE 
’’like us?” And “What FOOLISHNESS” to 
’’Imagine” this? Why, one might even 
get involved in ’’LEGALISM!” for Shame!

This reminds me of the ^Psychology employed 
by the TECHNOCRATS in their Hey-Day. At 
the End of his Lecture’he called for Ques
tions^ and after answering one or two the 
rest I Erased that he would, not get around 
to their slip of Paper. Here is how he 
replied to one Questions

vd

(FIRST THIS THOUGHT FOR TODAY: The very 
•aa • • W “I a. —a. -3

that He was HUMAN! And was NOT an ’’IM
MACULATE CONCEPTION!” or perhaps the; * 
Catholics do not go as far as ascribe ' 
total DIVINITY to Christ. Perhaps the 
POPE a rd FRED WRIGHT . of Australia are' ’ 
about EQUAL in being ’’DIVINE HUMANS.”)

EGW- ”He took upon Himself fallen, 
suffering human Nature, degraded 
and defiled by Sin.” YI Dec .20,1900.

14-($284.) THE 1973 RDB CONFESSIONAL: 
If ye go and Sin some more - Blessed and 
Holy are ye J This is the United Song of 
the Churches of Babylon, therefore they 
turn “...the GRACE of God into LASCIVIOUS- ,   ™ 
NESS.” Jude 4. (WEBSTER: Lustful, Lewd,Loose.) erican Animals have tremendous Antlers

Which the Testimonies charged them with, 
from Beginning to End, and is why she said: 
’’The Ministers of the Popular Churches will 
NEVER allow the Truth to be presented to 
the people from-their-Pulpits. The Enemy 
leads them...” T8:I97.

’’IN WHAT WAY IS TECHNOCRACY DIFFERENT 
FROM COMMUNISM?” (Hie ranlv:) ‘

’’Every time I hear that question I am ' 
reminded of the North American MOOSE-ELK- 
BUFFALO-CARIBOO, these Kingly North Am-

Horns, and Great Front parts, while very 
small in the Rear. But the surprising 
thing is that the same Species, the same 
Type of Moose-Elk in ASIATIC COUNTRIES, 
are small in Front, and Big in the Rear. 
When a Storm comes up, the North American 
Animal turns and Faces right into it, 
but the Asiatic turns his Back and goes 
with the Wind. So when anyone asks me 
that Question - I feel like going around 
and examining his Posterior.”

Sneer! Sneer! Sneer! Well, I have faced 
Adventist sneering before. If we are so 
Crazy we do not know that ’’NOT” to use 
Drugs — means to ”USE” them! And “SPEWN 
OUT!” as any Sane person ought to know, 
means - ’’GOING THROUGH!” So I am ready, 
for my Part - to Face a bit more of 
Adventist SNEERING! “He SNEERS best who 
SNEERS last!” \ '.t



"He took... our sinful Nature.11 MM I8I4

•THE MISTAKE SO MANI MAKE - “Justification

teach, and now the SDA AWAKENING. p.3,6.

because it is merely an Agreement, a Cov
enant - God promises to Help you, you 
promise to Obey - and as a Measure of 
good Faith - He forgives the Sins of the 
Time of our Ignorance -

The Popular Churches KNOT this, they 
REVEL in it - and STOP right there J That 
is ALL they NEED or WANT! They want this 
CONTINUED, they want NO CHANGE, they want 
“DEEP REPENTANCE11 without “REAL CONVER
SION11 - therefore Brinsmead coming to 
them, going through the Land, from City 
to City, draining the Froom SDA-CIA Fund 
dry - (ONE MILLION $’s?????)

If someone comes along, like Brinsmead or 
Froom - trying to go over to the CATHOLIC 
view that Christ was ALL DIVINE, hence it 
was EASY for Him to OVERCOME hunger, or 
being spit on, and do nothing about it 
when He had the Angels there ready to pour 
the Fury of Heaven on His enemies - to HOLD 
HIMSELF in Check from being the “LION OF 
JUDAH" to being the "LAMB OF GOD11 - in the 
weakness of HUMANITY -

You see - if you break it down, take one 
at a Time, it does not Look so Impossible.

QD 651. The Signs of the Times,

To do, as I said he was doing - before 
he ADMITTED IT HIMSELF1 p.39 - “OUT-GRACE11 
them1 "OUT-LOVE11 them1 "OUT-FAITH11 them!
11 OUT-SLOBBER" them.1 Take away their "EX
AMPLE" or "MODEL" to be "FQLLOTED" or 
“IMITATED" - no I That requires WORK, it 
might take EFFORT1 KNOWING THE WEAKNESS 
of the CARNAL NATURE only too well - he 
SOOTHES them with his SOOTHSAYING that 
paves the Broadway they were on with a 
SMOOTHER Finish, so they can go all the 
Faster to Perdition! Call it by any name 
you like - this is OCCULTISM! ANTICHRIST!

“In taking upon Himself man’s Nature in its 
fallen condition, Christ did not in the 
least participate in its Sin." SDA-BC 5:1131

June 9,1898. by Faith" requires no Works or Effort,

THE VALUE OF THE INCARNATION:
I once told a man, I hope he will be Saved 
as a Result - that the Statement, so well 
known in the Popular Churches, a major Doc
trine - that there is no Hope of keeping 
the Law, and also no need -

Instead of looking at the LAW as an Entity, 
break it down. Take one at a Time: Do you 
HAVE to worship Idols or Images? Do you 
HAVE to Steal? Do you HAVE to FORNICATE? 
Do you HAVE to LIE?

Then we will simply Slump over, give up - 
lose all Hope of Betterment, Ambition, Im
provement, Climbing to Higher Ground, Over
coming Self or the Devil - THAT is the FRUIT 
off that Barren Fig Tree - loud with Profes
sion, but "By their FRUITS ye shall KNOT 
them." Like a 10-year old sitting in his 
soiled Diapers, making no move to Help him
self as long as some one else will "Do it!" .

15-($284) RDB & FROOM.DO NOT BELIEVE THIS: 
"The HUMANITY of the Son of God is every
thing to us. It is the Golden Chain that 
binds our souls to Christ." SM 1:244.

“He overcame in human Nature, relying upon 
God for Power.11 YI April 25,1901.

"Let no man deceive you by any means: 
for that day shall not come, except there 
come a Falling away first...There would 
be revealed a form of ANTICHRIST, and 
the leaven of APOSTASY was to work with 
increasing power to the End of Time... 
those who would fall away from the PATH 
cast up for the Ransomed of the Lord to 
walk in. God has been sending Warnings, 
Reproofs, and Encouragements to his peo
ple . He has warned them that some’ would 
depart from the Faith, giving heed to_ 
seducing spirits. • ."NO LAW" is the Cry 
of the Enemy...Shall we go over to the

But bring in another 10-year old, or - 
better yet - two or three - and perhaps 
the EXAMPLE to FOLLOW a MODEL will do 
something for him, give him HOPE to be 
“Like Him!" in all things. Get rid of 
the Idea of lethargical "FATALISM" in
herent in .Eastern Philosophies, ani lay 
hold of the Hope in the Gospel that the 
Grace of God will give the Power to Over
come if we have the Faith of a Mustard 
Seed. "There is Power in the Blood!"

If there was no such EXAMPLE for us to 
IMITATE, if He obeyed for us, not as an 
EXAMPLE, but by PROXY as a SUBSTITUTE - 
so that GRACE relieves us from the Bind
ing claims of the LAW - as the Babylonians
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’‘There are many, especially among those who 
profess Holiness, who compare themselves to 
Christ, as though they were EQUAL with him 
in PERFECTION of CHARACTER. This is BLASPHE
MY... “Not as though I had already attained, 
either were already PERFECT...but this one 
thing I do, forgetting those things which 
are behind...! press toward the Mark for 
the Prize of the high Calling...by TRYING, 
through Faith and Love, and by earnest, per
severing EFFORT, to approach the perfect 
PATTERN.” RH 42:119,120. March 15, 1887.

THE ABOVE WARNING NOT TO FOLLOW RDB - 
THE NEXT WARNING NOT TO FOLLOW FTW -

RDB WANTS NO “EXAMPLE!” 
“Example! Example! Example! As if our 
Salvation is rooted in our COMPETING 
with Christ’s EXAMPLE...We are NOT justi
fied by EFFORTS to FOLLOW this EXAMPLE.” 
“A WM REVERSAL OF THE AWAKENING MES
SAGE” RD Brinsmead. April 1973. p.6. 
(I am fully aware of the Double-Talk on 
page 10. If he meant the ONE - why did 
he say the OTHER? Better read the “OTHER” 
again! He only “PUTS ON” the other!)

16-(#284) side of the great Rebel? If we do, 
it will be to our Ruin. Shall we make void 
the LAW of God...“For if we sin willfully 
a.^ter that we have received the Knowledge

“Christ is righteousness, sanctification, 
ard' redemption to those v/ho believe in him, 
(Why were th®- next words CUT OFF in “Sons
& Daughters of God” p.6l???) and who FOLLOW- 
in his STEPS.” RH 42063. Feb*4, 1890.

of the Truth, there remaineth no more Sacri
fice for Sins.” Here is a most solemn state
rent, and one which should often be present
ed to souls...when tempted to leave the 
straight Path.” RH 42:233. July 31, 1888.

RDB-“Example! Example! Example! As if our 
Salvation is rooted in our COMPETING with 
Christ’s EXAMPLE! We act as i*f we were run
ning a Race...Christ’s EXAMPLE, is perfect 
Obedience to the Law of God, We are not 
Justified by EFFORTS to FOLLOW' this EXAMPLE, 
for by the Deeds of the Law there shall be 
no flesh JUSTIFIED in the sight of God. 
(Romans 3:20)...To those who declare that 
Christ had a corrupt, depraved, sinful NATURE 
like ours (it seems a SHAME to even suggest 
such a shocking thing), we' ask, “How pan He 
be our SUBSTITUTE?” RDB p.6,7. ‘

.... AND NOW EGW:
“...if they are not SANCTIFIED by the Truth, 
they will DEVELOP the FACT, - they will work 
the works of UNRIGHTEOUSNESS.. .will become 
of more frequent occurrence, as we near the 
Close of Time...Unless the followers of 
Christ are constantly STIRRED UP to PRACTICE 
the Truth, they will not be Sanctified 
through it...shun profane and vain BABBL
INGS, for they will increase unto more UN
GODLINESS.” RH A2.*245-6. Sept. II, 1888. 
(I wish I could, quote p.254* Wonderful!
The end of FTWJ)

WHY DRINK YE FROM THE LOWER SEWERS? 
“...you turned to common Sewers, ard 
tried to satisfy your soul-thirst with 
the polluted waters of human Science... 
When you SANCTIFY yourself through OBEDI
ENCE to the word, the Holy Spirit will 
give you glimpses of Heavenly things.”

FCE 435-6.1896.
HEAVENLY THINGS:

“The Truth and the Glory of God are in
separable.. .It is the FIRST and HIGHEST 
Duty of every rational being...to WALK 
in the Light, and encourage others to 
FOLLOW his EXAMPLE.” 1884 SOP 4:416. GC 

597-8.
O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
At this Point I have to make a Decision. 
Do I cut this Paper off at 16 pages or 
go on to 18? 16 is easier to Staple & 
allows us to put in a Flyer or two to 
send out as the LAST MAIL I NS to an Old 
List. That is to say - if we send out 
5 or 6 Reports to the “Regular List” 
of about ICO, with 50 kept in Reserve, 
that leaves 100 EXTRA. That means if 
we send out ONE Paper to another Mail
ing List for about 3 Mailings - that 
means we taka care of 500-600 Names, 
only 100 of whom will receive THIS 
Report. Due to Postal Rates we do send 
Far-away Place© more than one Report. 
As you can see, this is only a Drop in 
the Bucket to what we should be doing. 
WHO ELSE is opposing “KEY ’73” the 
greatest Deception EVER to come into 
the Ranks of Seventh-day Adventists! 
Ard here we are - Fiddling away with 
“CHARACTER-CHANGE WHEN CHRIST COMES” 
just as Billy Babbling Graham has it, 
aid “INCARNATION” - the ERROR of which 
has led the Popular Churches to give 
up TRYING to DO what only DIVINITY ca*n 
do! A Ball that was Kicked around in 
the Dark Ages! FROOM reviving it again 
aid the Pages of the R&H ringing with, 
it to taka our Minds away from KEY ’7*3!
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This ”NEV? ORGANINATION” that we are NOT to 
’’JOIN” but rather we are to "MEET IT.”’ SM 
1:191-225* SM 2:376-395. Soon, very soon - 
the’‘APPARITIONS” and “FLYING SAUCERS” aid 
MAXWELL ’S “CHRIST” will be “HEALING” and 
MULTITUDES will REJOICE as they go to the 
DevilJ At which Time the Door of Probation 
is already Closed for Adventists. “TODAY” 
is the Day of Salvation! What are we doing 
about this 3-fold Union? Grandly IGNORING 
the Truth because some one else with the 
Spirit of Discernment DUG IT OUT? So we 
must Bake our own, little Chestnuts in our 
own little Fire by the Sparks of our own 
Kindling! TOO PROUD to take the Fire off 
the Altar of the Lord! By Messengers of 
His choosing! We must have a “Priest!” We 
do not know how many of them are but Decoys 
for the Old Church, talcing away Funds so 
the Truth can go Begging. We are SUSPICIOUS 
of ANYONE who does not come out OPENLY a- 
gainst DRUGS, and PSYCHOLOGY, aid BILLY 
GRAHAM, and KEY f73, aid “HOLY FLESH” SDA 
WRIGHT, and “ANTICHRIST" SDA BRINSMEAD, 
aid the "ONE WORLD” English-Jew "MESSIAH” 
to come to SDA MAXWELL, SDA RICHARDS, SDA 
FAGAL, the greatest Deception of all Time! 
The Satanic Train now pulled in to the 
Adventist Station hooking up two “AWAKEN
ING” cars ready to take off into the Night! 
Worshipping OUT of the Most Holy Place to 
Please the other Churches. And DENYING the 
7 Last Hagues that will wipe out all Human
ity BEFORE Christ comes! NOW STARTED IN THE 
COMMENCEMENT OF STARVATION AMONG l/3rd. of 
the World as announced by all News-Media. 
BECAUSE of Adventists falling for the OCCULT 
PANTHEISM of the AWAKENING DOCTRINES which 
■they REFUSE TO OPPOSE for over 10 Years, 
but deal in “TESTS that are NO TESTS AT 
ALL!” SM 1:165,170,362-3,379-382. SM 2: 
318-9,47-60,14-39,99,385. THE TEST IS - 
will they get on the Devil’s Train? Now 
Steaming at Station 7! EW 88,91,118,258-266.
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THE "INCARNATION” CONTROVERSY - 
involves TWO things, not just ONE thing:
(1) The NATURE of Christ.
(2) The NATURE of man.
(3) Does MAN have the "NATURE" of Christ? 

Be WRONG on that Point - and you are in 
"HOLY FLESH!" "Ye shall be as gods!” This 
created WAR in Heaven, and then WAR on 
Earth, and will be a major Issue in the 
LAST BATTLE! Now joined. SM£:3I. Ev.595. 
Been going on for over 10 Years, some 
just waking up to it now as from a Dream. 
But overright - SUDDENLY they know ALL- 
ABOUT IT! There is only one Way to know 
"all about it!" I am setting aside 100 
References to give you what I first found 
this Morning. A Section in the INDEX: 
Believe this and no ANTICHRIST will Fool 
you ever again. But you must be REMINDED 
of the Truth to keep in Touch with it. 
Hence the need of MANY MORE PARERS! Will 
you write one? Will you Aid the “SWIFT 
MESSENGERS" who do? Not only with TITHE, 
but with PROPERTY. Soon the FAMINE will 
go into PESTILENCE and PROPERTY will be 
unable to be Sold. God’s people will lay 
their Property on the Altar now. EW 57,95.

INDEX - p.458. "CHRIST" -
(11) As laboring LIAN - . '

EXAMPLE set by MY® 211.
(12) As MAN -
PERFECT PATTERN which all should COPY 
EXAMPLE of T2:638. CH 317.’.
authoritive EXAMPLE for us SD 137.
Baptism: EXAMPLE DA III. T4:40,Z2-3. ’
copy EXAMPLE of T6:442.
correct EXAMPLE 14*373 •
(For RDB:) save man FROM his sins but 
not IN his sins T4*25I.
EXAMPLE for fathers DA 515.
EXAMPLE for us Ed.259. SG '2:251-2. SM 
1:172. T4:I39. T7:46. .. J
God’s Word requires that His people 
IMITATE T5:II3. ' ’ ' . J- :only safe course is to FOLLOW TI:40S. 
exercised no Powers men may not have 
through Faith DA 24,864.
holy PATTERN of life T6:393. 
knows all about your pains & griefs • 
SM 2:237.'
knows all men by name DA 479. 
knows all meh individually DA 479. 
knows every temptation that comes to 
man SD 23,160.
life & spirit of, ONLY' STANDARD TI:4O8. 
life lived by can be lived T9:22.
man cannot EQUAL but should COPY T2:628. -

I7-(,?284) FROOM on the one hand, and ROGERS 
on the other - has taken our Minds aid In
terests away with “PRE-EXISTENCE” "INCARNA
TION" "CALENDAR. CHANGE” - while all the 
Time FROOM and his LACKEYS are going at it, 
Hammer and Tongs, Day and Night, spending 
i ILLIONS on the Greatest Confederacy of the 
3-fold Union ever seen in the History of 
man, led by BILLY GRAHAM - and who is WARN
ING against this Titanic Monster soon to 
follow Amalgam with FORCE and LAW as brought 
out in this Paper from the “WARNINGS given 
in T5:7II-7I8. GC 444-5,464-473.
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THIS IS WHAT SATAN WANTS?’ SM 1:177-9. 
0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
CHRIST - perfect PATTERN FOE 376. T2O96. 
PATTERN to IMITATE Ev.64I.T3 :248.T4:218, 
set EXAMPLE - followers to IMITATE T5:253. 
for our EXAMPLE MYP 16; T8:289.
9 EXAMPLES listed - p.488, 
tempted fiercely while dying T2:209-10. 
in Gethsemane T2?203-4.
unerring PATTERN T2:98, ’ "*
EXAMPLE prayer T4--528. SC 94. T2’664. 
30.HUMANITY (human nature) of 
carried into eternity 7BC 925. 
caution to discuss 5BC 1128.
is everything to us SM 1:244. 
same NATURE as man had 5BC 1082. 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
SORRY! Have to cut it off here! Go on 
to p.520. (31) IN HIS HUMANITY^human 
nature) (33) INCARNATION of (46) TEMPT
ATIONS of (3 lists of 3 .) >
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
If the people would use the .INDEX, poor 
as it is - but still they would NOT get 
themselves all Mixed-up in some Religion 
and then need to Repent of their Repent
ance. “STUDY to show thyself APPROVED..” 
0-0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0-0—0-0-0—0—0—6—0—0—0—0 
AFTER ALL THE WORDS ARE PUSHED ASIDE: 
BABYLON teaches with BRINSMEAD chiming 
in: “BROAD is the way..!” THE LAW can
not be kept IN HUMAN NATURE - so why 

.TRY? SATAN SOUGHT ELEVATION, as does 
Fred WRIGHT - but he Failed. ADAM - with 
ADAM’S “NATURE” - failed. So now they 
Teach - “GRACE will HIDE you AS YOU ARE’” 
No Conversion NEEDED! WAIT till Msssiah 
comes! This is the “NEW LIGHT” of Advent
ism! Old Babylonish DARKNESS of MIDNIGHT!

18-(#284) MODEL to COPY T5:42I.
PATTERN for us MM I94. SG 2:25I-2.TI:505.
PATTERN in all things T8:296. ML 242. WM 53.
PATTERN cannot equal but should COPY T2J549 
perfect & holy EXAMPLE T2«’549.
EXAMPLE for children, youth, man ML 296. 
EXAMPLE of CHARACTER GC 469.
EXAMPLE of OBEDIENCE to LAW SD 61. 
perfect OBEDIENCE of, IMPUTED to repenting 
sinner FCE 429. 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0 
Better halt and pause here and look at that 
again before we fall in RDB’s Trap. HIS OBE
DIENCE is NOT imputed to “ALL MEN” as anyone 
with a Grain of Sense ought to Know. As tho’ 
you get something without even ASKING for it! 
“NO CONDITIONS!” That’s where JONES started 
going -W “BROTHER A. T. JONES...do not 
CONFUSE any mind.” SM 1:377-382.99.373.397. 
RDB has been reading JONES too long! The 
Truth is His perfect “OBEDIENCE” is “IMPUTED” 
to the “REPENTING” sinner. And if I know 
anything about what THAT means - it is NOT 
one who Plans to go and “Sin-some-more!” 
“Thus the RIGHTEOUSNESS of Christ is IMPUTED 
to the REPENTING, BELIEVING sinner.”SM 1:215. 
Which means, if it means anything at all - 
that he BELIEVES and PLEDGES that he will 
go “ON to Perfection” through SANCTIFICATION 
the “WORK of a Lifetime!” NO PLEDGE - NO OB
EDIENCE - NO “KNOWLEDGE” of the Way into 
the Most Holy Place - NO JUSTIFICATION BY 
FAITH - for there was no genuine “FAITH!” 
They mistook “FEELING” for “FAITH!” They 
just “FELT” good without any Plans of giving 
anything up which is a State described in 
the Bible as “DRUNK but not with Wine!” 
Another Word for it is: “PRESUMPTION!” 
0-0-0—0—0—0—0—o—0-0—o—0-0—0-0—o—0-0—0—0—0—0 
“BROTHER A.T.JONES...NO CONDITIONS...I knew 
that Minds would be CONFUSED.” SM 1:377. 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
BROTHER RDB - “...justified FREELY by His 
grace.” The word “freely” means “without '■ 
cause” (John 15:25). No amount of believing, 
obeying, repenting or CHARACTER building 
ever causes God to regard a man as just in 
His sight. God extends His loving favor 
apart from any QUALITY in the sinner. We 
can never DO anything.. .that would cause 
God to justify us.” p.8. May 1972. RUB. 
O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
“I saw that your mind was at times UNBALANCE 
ED...Your extreme ideas.• .Should many accept 
the views you advance,'and talk and act up
on them, we would see one of the greatest

, FANATICAL EXCITEMENTS that has ever been 
witnessed among Seventh-day Adventists.•

CHRIST LAID OFF HIS DIVINE POWERS - to 
prove that God did not set man an IMPOS
SIBLE TASK! 144,000 will make it! Be 
without Spot or Wrinkle or any such 
thing! LONG BEFORE HE COMES HE DECLARES: 
“He that is RIGHTEOUS, let him be RIGHT
EOUS still!11 Rev.22:II. This we believe. 
GRACE will help us OVERCOW the Flesh 
and the Devil and the Doctrines of De
mons now going forth in “KEY ’73" &nd 
soon the ANTICHRIST COMBINE - the 3- 
fold UNION, united by MIRACLES and HEAL
INGS and TONGUES & VISITANTS by those 
SEALED FOREVER - on the WRONG SIDE’ Be
cause they Reject the LAST MESSAGE given 
by the “SHIFT MESSENGERS” - EW 61-3,69. 
”It is possible for men to keep the Law J” 
God help us to abide by that Truth.


